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 EGYPT - VARIA 
 

  O27007/383/ITTT (40) 
 NAQADA BLACK-TOPPED REDWARE  POTTERY JAR 

Ovoid body tapering toward small flattened base, and flaring to 
mouth with moulded ‘rolled’ rim, burnished body with black 
upperpart. Ex priv. coll. J.D.R. Fryer, UK 1971, acq. from Folio 
Fine Arts. London. 
H.  13,5 cm.  Small chip from rim, otherwise intact. 
PreDynastic Period, Naqada I-II, c. 3600-3500 BC 
€  5.550 
Cf. Dorothea Arnold - Janine Bourriau (eds.), An Introduction to 
Ancient Egyptian Pottery (Mainz am Rhein, Philipp von Zabern, 
1993), p. 33-36; 
 

 O27002/381/IBTT   (55) 
 WOOD SARCOPHAGUS FRAGMENT 

Panel of wood coffin painted in black on ‘white’ stucco 
depicting in three rows of horizontal columns: ‘…Words spoken 
by Re, I have given  
you Nephtys [under your head]…’ 
Ex coll. A. De Kock, Netherlands, acquired from coll. Ramaekers, 
Brussels, 1971; thence coll. P.d.K.,  Netherlands.  
Dim. 28 x 47 cm 
Middle Kingdom, 11th-12th Dyn., c. 2040-1640 BC 

€ 7.750 
Part of the inner short side of a rectangular coffin.  
Cf. H. Willems, Chests of Life, MVEOL, Leiden1988;  
W.C. Hayes, The sceptre of Egypt, New York (1953) 1978, part I, 
pp. 312-320, figs 204-207 
 

 P27048/393/EDTTT    NIEUW 
 WOOD SARCOPHAGUS FOOTCASE OF TA-BAK-EN-MUT 

Polychrome painted, three vertical columns with hieroglyphic 
text: ‘…Words spoken by the Osiris, the Lady of the House, the 
Chantress of Amun-Re, King of the Gods, Ta-[Bak]-en-Mut…’ 
At either side of text seated woman in mourning, winged eye 
above. Ex priv. coll. D.v.B, Netherlands, acq. from Vte Eland 
2012. Dim. 13 x 29,5 x 33 cm. Cleaned and stabilized, RMO 
Leiden. 
Third Intermediate Period, 21st Dyn., c. 1053-978 BC 
€ 22.500 
Lit. A. Niwinsky, 21st Dynasty coffins from Thebes, Mainz 1988, 
pl. III B, Type 2a (see) Louvre E 13029 

  O27009/383/NGTT (80) 
 LARGE POLYCHROME WOOD SARCOPHAGUS MASK 

Face painted in reddish brown over white gesso, with large 
almond-shaped eyes inlaid with stone in  black and white, 
eyelids and eyebrows in bronze colour, striped wig in turquoise 
and black. Ex priv. coll. R.W., USA, 1960s; thence with Fortuna 
Arts Ltd., New York, and Artemis Gallery. Boulder, Col., USA.   
Dim. 32,5 x 23,5 cm. Some repaint on headdress and face. 
Mounted. 
Third Intermediate Period – Late Period, 21st-25th Dyn., c. 1070-
650 BC 
€ 12.500 
 
 

 P1024/DTTT.   NIEUW 
 LIMESTONE HIEROGLYPHIC FRAGMENT 

Carved in sunk relief, polychrome painted,  at top, male figure 
kneeling to right, both arms bent; below, head to right within 
cartouche. Both figures part of hieroglyphic text, bright colours 
well preserved. 
Ex priv. coll. W. d. V., Netherlands, acq. from J. Schulman BV. , 
1988 
Dim. 16,2 x 8,7 cm. Mounted. 
Saite Period, 26th Dyn., 664-525 BC 
€ 4.950 
Publ. Jacques Schulman. BV, List 236, no. 12, June 1988 
 

 N27063/373/IDTT (90) (verlaagd) 
 SMALL LIMESTONE RELIEF FRAGMENT OF SERVANT 

Carved in raised relief showing bust of a bald young man 
reaching out with his right arm to the right, facial features with 
almond-shaped eye, pointed nose, full lips and large ear. Ex 
priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands, acq. from M. König, Brussels 1990. 
Dim. 9,1 x 8 cm. Mounted on black stand 
Late Period, 26th Dyn., 7th-6th cent. BC 
€ 6.500 
Cf. I. Gamer-Wallert, Fundort unbekannt. Privatsammlern 
Stuttgart, Tübingen 1997, Taf. 25, Nr. 92; Cahn Auktionen 2014, 
no. 43 
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  P27006/388/EBTTT 
 POLYCHROME PAINTED WOOD BA BIRD 

Finely painted features on applied gesso, blue tripartite wig and 
false beard, surmounted by solar disc; wings and talons 
coloured red, legs with stippled feather details. Ex priv. coll., 
USA, acq. between 1970-1989; priv. coll. N.F., Netherlands, acq. 
from Bonhams, London 2009. 
H. 8.5 cm. Mounted on black stand.  
 Ptolemaic Period, c. 300-30 BC 
€ 15.000 
cf. S. DÁria, P. Lacovara, C.H. Roehrig, Mummies and Magic, 
Museum of Fine Arts Boston, 1983, fig. 148a, b, pp. 199-200; 
M.J. Raven, De Dodencultus van het Oude Egypte, Amsterdam 
1992, p. 67, no. 26. 
The Egyptians believed that a person's essence or soull was 
composed of several elements. The Ba was one of the elements 
of the spirit with personality and emotions. It stayed close to 
the body of the deceased and was eventually reunited with 
other elements, to live eternally in the Afterlife. 
 

   O27056/383/DBTT 
 SMALL WOOD POLYCHROME SARCOPHAGUS MASK 

Idealised and youthful face with original pinkish flesh-coloured 
paint, details in black and white for the large eyes and black for 
the eyebrows, small mouth with full lips and straight nose with 
nostrils. Traces of mummy wrappings at the sides; at the back, 
holes and fragmental pegs for attachment to the sarcophagus. 
Ex priv. coll., Netherlands; before, Chr. Martin Ancient Art, 
London 1998. 
Dim. 14 x 10 cm. Mounted. 
Late Period,  c. 500 BC 
€ 4.975 
 

 P1020/BTT  NIEUW 
 BLUE FAIENCE FISH RING 

Bezel of ring in shape of a ‘bulti’ fish, facing right, broad upper 
fin and two small fins at lower part of body; beak and tail 
connected to shank. No incised details, completely glazed in 
bright blue faience. Ex priv. coll. M.D., Netherlands. 
Diam. 2,2 cm. Intact 
Amarna Period, 18th dyn., c. 1368-1334 BC, period of Echnaton 
(pharao Amenophis IV) 
€ 1.450 
Cf. J. Samson, Amarna, Warminster 1978, p. 78-9, 46 (ii), second 
row left en right; Flinders-Petrie, Amulets 1972, no. 257 

 P1038/DTHH  (500) NIEUW 
 BRIGHT BLUE FAIENCE FIGURE OF BES 

Naked dwarf god of music, dance and games, protecting 
children against evil, bandy legged and depicted full-faced with 
complete lion’s mane, sticking tongue out of his mouth, large 
ears, striped cap on his head, and holding drum and stick in his 
hands; details in black faience, 
plain back-pillar. Ex priv. coll., Netherlands. 
H. 7,4 cm. Intact, apart from tiny chip from base. 
Late Period-Ptolemaic, 4th-1st cent. BC 
€ 5.000 
Cf. Petrie, Amulets, no. 190 c-d, pl. XXXIV; C. Andrews, Amulets 
of Ancient Egypt, London 1994, pp. 39-40,  fig. 37c var.;  
G. Steindorff, Walters Art Gallery, Baltimore, no 624, pl. XCIV 
 

    P27022/391/NBT         NIEUW 
 MULTICOLOURED FAIENCE MUMMY FACEMASK 

Consisting of vertically arranged mummy beads in red for nose 
and mouth, blue for rim around face, beige for face, and black 
for eyes and eyebrows. Ex priv. coll. S.J.v.d.K., Netherlands, acq.  
Ald Fryslan, Ijlst 2019; before,Textile Museum, Washington, 
USA 
Dim. 12.2 x 13,5 cm. Mounted 
Ptolemaic Period, 3rd-1st cent. BC 
€ 975 
 

 xO1019/EBTT 
 ALEXANDRINIAN BONE RELIEF PLAQUETTE 

Bone plaquette with carved relief decoration of  a naked man, 
standing to the left with one arm raised. 
Ex priv. coll. J.V., Netherlands 1960-70s; hence coll. J.P., 
Netherlands 1979. Dim. 10,2 x 3,5   cm 
1st cent. BC-1st cent. AD 
€ 3.000 
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  O27054/383/EDTT 
 TERRACOTTA FIGURE OF BES AS SOLDIER 

Bandy legged deformed dwarf god with grimacing bearded 
face, cuirassed over plaited skirt or tunica, his large tongue 
sticking out, in striding position with round shield in his left 
hand and brandishing a now missing sword in his raised right 
hand. Ex coll. J.-A. Périchon Bey, Paris, 1860-1929, acq. before 
1903. H. 8,8 cm. Mounted 
Roman Period, c. 1st-2nd cent. AD 
€ 2.750 
Cf. D.M. Baily, Catalogue of  the Terracottas in the British 
Museum, vol. IV: Ptolemaic and Roman Terracottas from Egypt, 
London 2008; 
publ. Tajan, Paris 2003, p. 18, no. 91 ill.; H. J. Berk, Glories of 
Ancient Egypt, Chicago 2017, no. 82 ill. 
 

  O270043/221/NTT 
 SMALL BONE EAR SCOOP OF BES 

Scoop in the shape of a figure of naked Bes with lion’s mane as 
a beard, holding his hands to his breast, his bandy legs passing 
into a large phallus-shaped ear scoop. Ex priv. coll. L.P., London, 
acq. before 2000. 
H. 5,6 cm. Mounted. Very rare 
Roman Period, 1st-3rd cent. AD 
€ 975 
 

EGYPT -  BRONZE-SILVER 
 

 P27024/383/DTTTT    (37.000) 
 LARGE BRONZE FIGURE OF OSIRIS 

Standing mummiform, holding crook and flail with incised 
decoration in his hands, his right hand placed above his left 
protruding from his mummy wrappings; wearing braided false 
beard and elaborate Atef crown with two striped feathers and 
rams horns, cobra  with sun disk on top at either side, central 
uraeus at front. Sotheby’s London, 19 May 1986 lot 148a; 
hence Royal Athena Galleries, NY, Musée d’Art Classique de 
Mougins, France, acq. 2009. Solid cast. 
H. 32,5 cm. Intact. Green patina. Mounted 
Late Period, 6th-4th cent. BC    P.O.R. 
Publ. M. Merrony, Mougins Musum of Classical Art, Guide Book, 
Mougins 2011, p.43, fig. 16;  Cf. G. Roeder, Aegyptische 
Bronzefiguren, Berlin 1956, pl. 26  

   M27178/108/IBTT (650) 
 BRONZE FIGURE OF SEATED OSIRIS 

Enthroned and mummiform god, holding crook and flail in 
crossed arms, wearing Atef-crown with feathered side plumes 
and uraeus; solid cast. Ex priv. coll. M.v.S., Netherlands, acq. 
from auction Mak van Waay, Amsterdam 1999-2000; before, 
priv. coll. W.S., Netherlands 1950-1995. 
H. 11 cm. Green patina. Mounted 
Saite Period, 26th Dyn., 664-525 BC 

€ 7.500 
 

  M27010/350/BTTT (610) 
 BRONZE SEATED FIGURE OF OSIRIS 

Hollow cast, enthroned and mummiform, holding crook and 
flail in crossed arms, wearing Atef-crown with feathered side 
plumes and uraeus; with fine cosmetic lines, eyes recessed to 
have taken inlays, plaited beard, chin straps indicated, 
elaborate collar comprising three incised rows of vertical 
stripes and triangles; hole underneath buttocks, integral 
pointed tang under feet. Ex priv. coll. R.J., Netherlands, 2006 
H. 20.3 cm. Dark patina, mounted on wood stand. 
Late Period, after 600 BC 

€ 12.500 
Cf. G. Roeder, Aegyptische Bronzefiguren, Berlin 1956, p.168, 
§215b,Taf. 78e; Exhib. cat. Le Don du Nil, Art Égyptien dans les 
Collections Suisses, Zürich 1978, no. 317 
 

  N27007/368/EBTTT (35.000) (603) 
 LARGE BRONZE FIGURE OF GODDESS MUT 

Mut, divine wife of Amun, shown striding on rectangular base 
with hieroglyphic inscription reading:’…Mut, eye of Re, mistress 
of the Two Lands, may life be given to Cha-Chonsoe-(irdis?), 
son of Ireru (?) born from the housewife…’; she is holding one 
arm alongside, the other bent, both hands pierced for insertion 
of attributes, was-sceptre and ankh symbol, now missing, 
wearing close-fitting long dress, and double crown with uraeus 
on her head, eyes inlaid with gold, collar plated 
Ex priv. coll. G.J., Netherlands, acquired from Jacques Schulman 
BV, Amsterdam, Netherlands 1983 
H. 17,6 cm. Dark green and red patina, mounted on wood stand 
Saite Period, 664 -525 BC 

POR 
Cf. G. Roeder, Aegyptische Bronzefiguren, Berlin 1956, §281, p. 
229, Abb. 277, pl. 32 
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 P27008/389/BTTT (statement) 
 BRONZE IBIS FIGURE 

Solid cast statuette of an ibis squatting on its large feet with 
spread toes; slender body with subtle rendering of wings, large 
grooved and curved beak, collar around neck, eyes indicated in 
relief; small tang at underside feet. Ex priv. coll. P.H.G.H. 
Jansen, The Hague, Netherlands, acq. from Jacques Schulman, 
Amsterdam, 1969; hence coll. M. Jansen, Netherlands, by 
inheritance ( with statement) 
Dim. 7 x 9,7 cm. Green  and reddish brown patina. Mounted. 
Saite Period, 26th Dyn., 664-525 BC 
€ 12.500 
The ibis was the sacred bird of the god of writing, Toth. 
Publ. Jacques Schulman B.V., Amsterdam 1969,  List 769, no. 51 
 

  O27077/221/NTTT 
 BRONZE FIGURE OF HARPOCRATES 

Standing with his index finger of his right hand to his mouth, 
wearing double crown, lock of youth, holding a cornucopiae in 
his left, leaning on a tree stump with a snake coiling up. Ex priv. 
coll. L.J. Jansen, Neth., acq from Gorny & Mosch, München 
2013 (282); hence priv. coll. H.v.H., Netherlands, acq. from Vte 
AAG, Amsterdam 2018. 
H. 7,7 cm. Dark Patina. Mounted. 
Roman Period, 1st cent. AD 
€ 7.500 
 

 N1031/ETNT (651) 
 BRONZE FIGURE OF KHONSU 

Enthroned god of Karnak, son of Amun and Mut, clad in plaited 
skirt, wearing striated wig with frontal uraeus and lunar disc 
(missing) within crescent moon; arms bent, both hands 
clenched and pierced for holding a sceptre, rectangular base, 
tang underneath. Ex priv. coll. L.J., Netherlands 2015; before 
priv. coll. A.L., Germany 1960-1972 
H. 8,2 cm. Brown patina, small restoration at lunula. 
Late Period-Ptoleamaic Period, 4th-2nd cent. BC 
€ 3.975 
Cf. G. Roeder, Aegyptische Bronzefiguren, Berlin 1956, §215b, 
T78e 

  P27020/391/GTTT NIEUW 
 SILVER  FIGURE OF AMUN-RE 

Solid cast, King of the gods, striding with his left leg advanced, 
on rectangular base, wearing short striped skirt (shendit), his 
left arm alongside, holding khepresh, sickle-shaped sword, in 
his left, bent at elbow; inserted crown of two feathers with 
central sundisc on his head, linking him to the sun god Re. Ex 
priv.coll. S.J.v.d.K, Netherlands, acq. from Archea 2000. 
H. 8,5 cm. Mounted on perspex stand 
New Kingdom, c. 1200 BC 
€ 9.750 
Cf. G. Steindorff, Catalogue of the Egyptian Sculpture in the 
Walters Art Gallery, Baltinmore 1946, pp. 117-120, no. 483 pl 
LXXVIII 
 

   N27062/20/EBTT 
 BRONZE FIGURE OF NEFERTUM AMULET 

Solid cast statuette of Nefertum, god of beauty and healing, 
son of Ptah and Sechmet, standing on rectangular base with his 
arms alongside, wearing short plaited skirt, crown of large lotus 
flower on his head, loop at back. Ex Harmer Rooks, USA 1989. 
H. 8 cm. Brown and red patina. 
Late Period-Ptoleamaic Period, 4th-3rd cent. BC 
€ 3.250 
Cf. C. Andrews, Amulets of Ancient Egypt, London 1994,p.18, 
fig. 12 var. 
 

 K27010/DBTT/330 
 SMALL SEATED CAT 

Solid cast, seated on her haunches on oval base, front legs 
joined at ankles, tail forward to right, ears erect.H. 5,8 cm. Red, 
green and brown patina. Mounted. Ex priv. coll. H.d.Z., 
Netherlands 
Late Period, 6th-3rd cent. BC 
€ 4.775 
cf. G. Steindorf, Egyptian Sculpture, Baltimore 1946, no. 649, pl. 
XCVIII 
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EGYPT  -  USHABTIS 
 
 
 

    O27048/108/DTTT 
 LIMESTONE USHABTI 

Mummiform, crossed hands, each one holding a hoe, wearing 
tripartite wig, originally painted black, large ears protruding, 
short pharaonic beard. Ex priv. coll. D.R. v. D., Netherlands, 
1963 onwards. 
H. 16,5 cm.  Traces of red and black paint, intact. Mounted 
New Kingdom, 18th-19th Dyn., 1550-1050 BC 
€ 5.000 
 

  J 1026/NTTT  prijs verlaagd 
 BEIGE BROWN FAIENCE USHABTI OF DJEHUTYMES  

Dark brown faience details for wig and breast collar, holding 
hoe implements in crossed hands; frontal column of 
hieroglyphs ‘...The great of five priests of Thoth of 
Hermopolis...’ Highpriest of Hermopolis. Ex private coll. M., 
Paris before 1990 
H. 15 cm. Intact. Mounted on black stand.  
New Kingdom, 19th Dyn., c. 1320-1200 BC  
€ 7.250  
 

  O27049/108/EDTT 
 BLUE GREEN FAIENCE USHABTI OF DI-PET 

Mummiform, details in black, holding hoe in his crossed hands, 
wearing black tripartite wig, vertical column with hieroglyphic 
text reading: ‘…The Osiris, the scribe DI-PET (?)…’ Ex priv. coll. 
D.R.v.D, Netherlands, 1963 onwards. 
H. 13,3 cm. Intact. Mounted 
New Kingdom, 20th Dyn., 1198-1166 BC 
€ 3.500 
 

 O27001/280/ET.TTT  (441) 
 BRILLIANT BLUE FAIENCE USHABTI OF NESY-PER-NUB 

Scribe of god’s father Mut, holding hoe in his crossed hands, 
black details of striated tripartite wig, heart amulet and two 
vertical columns of hieroglyphs reading: ‘…I will irrigate (the 
riparian lands) for the Osiris, the Scribe and God’s Father of 
Mut, Nesiy-per-nub, justified…’  
Ex priv. coll. Dr.  J.W. Leyds, acq.  1926-7, hence by inheritance 
priv. coll. T.v.A., Netherlands  
H. 14,5 cm. Intact. Mounted 
Third Intermediate Period, 21st Dyn., 1069-945 BC, Deir-el-
Bahri, II Cachette, Thebes 
€ 17.500 
Cf. G. Janes, Shabtis, Paris 2002, p. 101; L. Aubert, Les 
Statuettes de la deuxième Cachette de Deir-el-Bahri, p. 76 
 

  P27007/262/ETTTT    
 BRILLIANT BLUE FAIENCE USHABTI OF NESY-KHONSY 

Supreme chief of the harem of Amun, details in black, holding a 
hoe in her crossed hands, wearing striped tripartite wig and 
disk-shaped earrings in relief, seed-sack slung over her back, six 
lines of hieroglyphic text: ‘…The Osiris, the ‘Supreme Chief’ of 
the harem of Amen, ‘Nesy-Khonsu, she speaks…’. Ex priv. coll. 
Texas , Sotheby’s & Co., London, July 10, 1972, no. 8; Sotheby 
Parke Bernet, New York, Febr. 17th 1978, no. 204 ill., acq. 
Charles Pankow, USA; recent coll. H.B., Netherlands 
H. 16,5 cm. Intact. Some deposite of chalcite 
TIP, 21st Dyn., 1000-974 BC 
€ 17.500 
Publ. Egyptian Antiquities from the Carles Pankow Collection, 
1981, p. 28, ill. Cf. G. Janes, Shabtis, Paris 2002, p. 101; L. 
Aubert, Les Statuettes de la deuxième Cachette de Deir-el-Bahri, 
pp. 103-6, nr. 53 
 

 M27011/221/ETTT (529) 
 EGYPTIAN FAIENCE USHABTI OF IPETHEMETES 

Mummiform, blue green faience holding pick and hoe, wearing 
tripartite wig and pharaonic beard, vertical column with 
hieroglyphic text; back pillar. Ex priv. coll. J.v.H., Netherlands, 
before 1997, thence by descent 
H. 15 cm. Intact. Mounted on black stand 
Late Period, 6th- 4th cent. BC 
€ 3.975  
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 N27014/200/IBTT (528) 
 BLUE FAIENCE USHABTI OF SEMATAUI 

 For the Semaref priest, commander of the troop Semataui, 
mummiform,  holding pick and hoe in crossed  opposite hands, 
wearing striped tripartite wig and pharaonic beard; twelve  
horizontal lines of hieroglyphic text`;’…The Illuminated, the 
Osiris , the Sameref preist, commander of the troop, Semataui, 
son of Sheri, born of Tashepset…’ Ex priv. coll. A.B. , England, 
before 1980; hence priv. coll. G.C., Belgium, acq. In 2014 
H. 22,3 cm. Intact, mounted on black stand 
Late Period, 27th-30th Dyn., c. 554-332 BC 
€ 8.500 
 
  

EGYPT -  AMULETS 
 

  P1037/RBT  NIEUW 
 GREY-GREEN FAIENCE THEBAN TRIAD 

Large amulet in high relief of the goddesses Isis and her sister 
Nephtys with naked figure of child Harpocrates inbetween 
them, standing ‘en face’ holding hands; quadruple ringed loop 
on top, flat back. Sculptural design. 
Ex priv. coll., Netherlands. 
Dim. 6 x 3,3 cm. Intact. Large for its size. 
Late Period, 6th-4th cent. BC 
€ 2.250 
Cf. Petrie , Amulets, repr. 1975, no. 152a, pl. XXVII 
 

 O27086/221/DBTT 
 RED BROWN JASPER BES AMULET 

Small dwarf god of BES, protective god of children against 
dangerous animals and evil, at the same time god of dance and 
music, carved in the round, standing naked on square base, 
bandy legs with arms alongside his pot-belly, rounded face with 
leonine features, small ears, feathered headdress. Ex priv. coll. 
J.P.B., UK 1990s.   
 H. 4,3  cm. Small chip from base. Mounted. Rare 
Late-Ptolemaic Period, c. 600-100 BC 
€  4.500 
Cf. C. Andrews, Amulets of Ancient Egypt, London 1994,  
pp.39-40 

  O27085/221/GBT 
 BRONZE ISIS AMULET 

Goddess Isis, wife of Osiris, protrectess of the dead, standing 
with arms alongside her body on rectangular base, wearing 
tight-fitting dress and hieroglyphic throne-emblem on her head 
. Ex priv. coll. J.P.B, London, acq. from UK art market 1990s 
H. 3,6  cm. Red brown and green patina. Mounted. 
Late Period, after 600 BC 
€ 1.750 
Cf. C. Andrews, Amulets of Ancient Egypt, London 1994, p. 48 
 
 
 

WESTERN ASIA 
 

  Y27039/234/ETTT (Abdulla) 
 BACTRIAN RITUAL MARBLE OBJECT 

Tapering cylindrical shape, halfway flaring to a flat top, carved 
all over with central grooved band, base reserved. Beige veined 
marble. 
Ex priv. coll. A. P., Netherlands before 1992. 
H.  32,5 cm. Some corrosion in places 
Late 3rd- Early 2nd  mill. BC 
€ 2.500 
 

  O27072/386/ITTT(ca. 1100) 
 LARGE LURISTAN TERRACOTTA  SPOUTED VESSEL 

Orange terracotta rounded vessel with beaked spout, vertical 
ring handle in shape of an animal with a blunt snout as thumb 
rest; base flattened. Ex priv. coll. H.O, Netherlands, acq. from 
Galerie Sfinx, Amsterdam, 1977-1978. Chip from underside 
spout. Dim. 18,3 x 31,8 cm.  Orange clay. Intact. N.W. Iran 
region 
2nd-1st mill. BC 
€ 5.500 
Cf. W. Seipel, 7000 Jahre Perische Kunst, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum Wien, 2000 
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 O27071/386/GTT 
 LURISTAN TERRACOTTA  SPOUTED VESSEL 

Orange terracotta  vessel, rounded body and beaked spout, 
vertical ring handle from offset rim to shoulder, slightly 
flattened base. Ex priv. coll. H.O, Netherlands, acq. from Galerie 
Sfinx, Amsterdam, 1977-1978. 
Dim. 9 x 21 cm.  Orange clay. Intact. N.W. Iran region 
Late 2nd – Early 1st mill. BC 
€ 2.000 
Cf. W. Seipel, 7000 Jahre Perische Kunst, Kunsthistorisches 
Museum Wien, 2000 
 
 

 O27061/363/EUTT 
 ELAMITE BRONZE MACE HEAD 

Long cylindrical shaft decorated with four vertical rows of 
spikes divided by vertical double bands with incised v-shaped 
decoration, as wel above and below the spikes, imitating cords. 
Ex priv. coll. Netherlands, acq. from Christie’s London 2003. 
H. 19,3 cm. Green patina. Intact 
Late 3rd mill. BC 
€ 3.500 
Cf. P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, no. 97, pl. 10 

 
 

  P27009/389/DTTT    (statement)) 
 NORTH-WEST IRAN, BRONZE DOUBLE HORSE FIGURE 

So-called ‘push me pull you’ figure of two half-horses standing 
back to back. Details in relief of eyes and of collars on necks 
and bodies,  suspension loop for wearing at back of their necks. 
Ex priv. coll. P.H.G.H. Jansen, The Hague, Netherlands, acq. 
from Jacques Schulman, Amsterdam, 1960s; hence coll. M. 
Jansen, Netherlands, by inheritance. 
Dim. 8 x 7,6 cm. Green and brown patina 
8th-7th cent. BC 
€ 4.500 
Cf. P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, no. 428, pl. 66 
 

  O27062/383/DTTT 
 LURISTAN BRONZE SCEPTRE FINIAL 

‘Master of the Animals’ finial. Tube cast in the shape of two 
rampant felines ‘in profile’, symmetrical forms, at each side 
large prominent eye in small heads, curved bodies, crooked 
legs; set on top of bell-shaped tapering stand. Ex priv. coll. S. F. 
Y, New York, 1974; hence with Arte Primitivo, New York 2004. 
H. 24 cm . Brown and green patina. Mounted 
9th-8th cent. BC 
€ 3.950 
Cf. P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in 
the Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, no. 173 var., pl. 33 
 

     
P27010/390/DTTT  (statement)  T’20 

 NORTH WEST IRAN, BRONZE OMPHALOS BOWL 
Outside of shallow body with hammered decoration of 
‘multiple drops’ design, centre of interior with hammered 
rosette within two concentric ridges, serving as base ring;  
curving upper part of bowl plane.  
Ex priv. coll. prof dr. J.W. Salomonson (1925-2017), Utrecht, 
acq. from artmarket Cologne, Germany, before 1980; hence by 
inheritance coll. W.S., Netherlands. 
Dim. 4,2 x 16,2 cm. Nice green patina, small repair at edge. 
8th-6th cent. BC 
€ 5.750 
 

  P27033/392/BTT NIEUW 
 LURISTAN, BRONZE MOUFFLONS 

Pair of open harness-rings cast with moufflon on top, walking 
to right, their head facing; behind each moufflon a suspension 
ring. Ex priv. coll.  L. v. R., Netherlands, acq. from Münzen und 
Medaillen, Basel 1980 
H. 7,5 x 5 cm each. Green patina. Mounted. 
8th-7th cent. BC 
€ 1.500 
Cf. Moorey p.131: ‘…These ‘wheel-fittings’ functioned probably 
as decorative harness-rings…’ 
P.R.S. Moorey, Catalogue of the Ancient Persian Bronzes in the 
Ashmolean Museum, Oxford 1971, no. 135, pl. 24 
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GREECE 
 
 

   O27063/363/ITTT 
 CYPRUS – WHITE PAINTED BARREL JAR 

 Large spherical ‘breast-shaped’ body with central relief nipple 
on each side, geometric decoration of cross-hatched lozenge 
motifs from neck to halfway body between two bands of 
concentric circles of varying thickness around body; design of 
three thin concentric circles between broad bands around the 
nipples; slender neck with flared mouth. 
Ex priv. coll. A.B., Switzerland, acq. 1960-1980 
H. 20 cm. Intact 
Geometric Period, 1050-750 BC 
€ 5.975 
Cf. V. Karagheoghis, The Cesnola Collection in the Metropolitan 
Museum, New York 2000; Archeologia Viva vol. II, no. 3, Cyprus,  
Paris 1969, no. 117 var. (Palaepaphos) 
 

 P27027/383/IIGT 
 GEOMETRIC TREFOIL OINOCHOE 

Body decorated with horizontal band- and line pattern in black 
and red, frieze on shoulder divided in two registers, one with 
upward pointed triangles alternating with large dots in black, 
the lower with reversed triangles alternating with vertical 
zigzags; decoration on neck consisting of two registers with 
verticals and zigzags divided by double horizontals; trefoil 
mouth, band handle from shoulder to mouth. 
Ex J.D. Cahn, Basel Sept. 2006; hereafter coll. A.B., Netherlands 
H. 23,7 cm. Repair at mouth, handle reattached, paint flaked 
off in places. 
8th-7th cent. BC 
€ 7.500  
 

 P27031/393/ETTT  NIEUW 
 BRONZE MACEDONIAN/ILLYRIAN PENDANT 

Four rows of bosses, suspension ring at the bottom and a 
miniature jug with high handle at the top. Probably decoration 
on a woman’s belt. Ex priv. coll.  L. v. R., Netherlands, acq. from 
Münzen und Medaillen A.G., Basel 1980. 
H. 8,9 cm. Mounted. Very rare 
c. 750-650 BC 
€  1.975 
Cf. A. Eggebrecht, Albanien, Schätze aus dem Land der 
Skipitaren, Mainz 1988, p. 211, no. 66 

  N1053/HEI (2031) 
 CORINTHIAN POTTERY ARYBALLOS 

Spherical body, neck and mouth complety varnished with 
brown slip, body and upperpart of disc-shaped mouth 
decorated with vertical incised ‘melon’ segments, of which five 
body segments with added white. Ex priv. coll. C. Stibbe, 
Netherlands; hence coll. L. v. Roozendaal, Netherlands, acq. 
1987 from former owner; thence by descent. 
H. 6,5 cm. Small chip from body and mouth, lead seal attached 
Middle Corinthiam, c. 600-575 BC 
€ 2.250 
 

 N1038/ENBT (2032) 
 CORINTHIAN WARRIOR ARYBALLOS 

Sperical body decorated with five helmeted and bearded 
warriors carrying large red shield and spear to the right, filling 
ornaments in field, petals on top of mouth, around shoulder 
and base, dotted rim; short cylindrical neck, disc-shaped 
mouth, small band handle from mouth to shoulder. Ex priv. coll.  
M.B., Netherlands 2006, acq. from Gallery M.Z. 2002.  
H. 6,5 cm. Intact 
Late Corinthian, 575-550 BC 
€ 3.500 
cf. W Hornbostel, Kunst der Antike, Mainz 1977, no. 215 
 

    
P27033/393/EBTTT  NIEUW 

 ATTIC BLACK FIGURE AMPHORA, LEAGROS GROUP 
Side A: decoration of a scene of a helmeted warrior holding a 
white dotted shield and two spears departing for battle, 
bearded driver mounting a quadriga, chariot with four horses; 
before him a Scythian archer, a youth holding the horses’ 
heads,  a woman, presumably his wife,  behind the horses. 
Side B:  farewell scene of helmeted hoplite carrying shield, 
spear and greaves, turned to the left, biding farewell to his his 
old and bearded father, his veiled mother or wife and his son or 
brother behind him. Ex priv. coll.  L. v. R., Netherlands, acq. 
from Jürgen Haering, Freiburg, Germany, 1984. 
H. 23 cm. Four sets of ancien repair holes. 
c. 510-500 BC. Related to the Leagros Group 
€ 27.500 
Cf. J. Boardman, Athenian Black Figure Vases, London 1974, 
 pp. 110-111 
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O27047/290/RBT 

 ATTIC BLACK FIGURE KYLIX 
Decorated with hunting scene of Artemis, goddess of the hunt, 
chasing a doe, large palmets at either side; on side B scene of 
satyr chasing a maenad, large palmet at either side, all set on 
double baseline, lower part with large band consisting of 
concentric circles. Inside a medaillon of concentric band 
narrowing to concentric circles, and concentric circles with 
central dot. Underside foot reserved apart from one concentric 
circle. Ex priv. coll.G.W., Netherlands, acq. from Hixenbaugh, 
New York 2007 
H. 5,7 cm; diam. with handles: 21,4 cm 
5th cent. BC 
€ 1.750 
 
 

xN1001/ ETTT  (2176) 
 ANATOLIAN TERRACOTTA FRIEZE PLAQUE  

Polychrome fragment of architectural revetment from a frieze 
decorated in red, white and black with a horseman in relief, 
galloping to the right; hind part of horse with triskeles emblem, 
rider wearing long black hair and long white trousers; base with 
alternating red and black squares. Mould-made. Ex priv. coll. 
A.R., London, acquired from Sotheby’s London 24 February 
1965, lots 50-64. Dim. 25 x  19 cm 
6th cent. BC 

€  3.500 
Cf. see also Sotheby’s London, auction 6th July 1964 nrs. 45-47, 
and 28th June 1965, lots 89-91 
 

 O27024/373/EN.TTT
 (2185) 

 GREEK MARBLE GRAVE RELIEF FRAGMENT 
Female figure standing in profile to left wearing chiton, her left 
arm raised, possibly to hand over a small box to female figure 
next to her in three-quarter view, wearing pleated dress. Ex 
priv. coll. F. Z, Netherlands, acq. from Jean-David Cahn, Basel 
2006.  
Dim. 20 x 54 cm. Mounted 
Mid 5th cent. BC 
€ 25.000 
 

  N1054/EBDE 
 (2179) 

 EAST GREEK TERRACOTTA  MODEL OF ANTEFIX 
Fragment of a model of a temple front with plain roof; front 
with relief decoration of large palmette with volute lotus 
flowers and a band of meanders below; part of roof broken off. 
Ex Frank Sternberg, Zürich, Switzerland 1970s; Musée d’Art 
Classique de Mougins, France, acq. from Christie’s NY 2007. 
Dim. 17,5 x 26 cm. 
6th cent. BC 
€ 4.500 
Publ. M. Merrony (ed.), Mougins Museum of Classical Art, 
Mougins, 2011, p. 64, fig. 22 
 

  P270281/391/BTTT   NIEUW 
 SILVER BRACELET WITH RAM’S HEADS 

Solid cast, engraved leaf-dot decoration at outside, inside 
engraved with name of ARTEMINIS.  
Ex priv. coll. S.J.v.d.K., Netherlands, acq. from Galerie Nefer, 
Zürich before 1995. 
Diam. 6,6, cm. Intact 
4th-3rd cent. BC 
€ 10.00 
Cf. B. Deppert-Lipptz, Griechischer Goldschmuck, Mainz 1985,  
p. 189, fig. 136var.  (gold snake heads) 
 
 

   N27021/332/II.TTT 
 CHALCIDIAN BRONZE HELMET 

Hammered out of single sheet of bronze, semi-spherical 
upperpart with raised decorative edging of the perimeter; 
cheek-pieces joined to helmet by hinges, pierced for interior 
leather lining, loop-shaped cut-outs on either sides for the ears; 
back of helmet straight down to protect the neck. 
Ex priv coll Mr. B, Belgium, acquired 1975 
H. 26 cm.  Green patina. Repaired 
3rd-2nd cent. BC 

POR 
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SOUTH ITALY 
 
 

 O27006/382/IBTT (3510) 
 APULIAN RED FIGURE HYDRIA 

Red-figure scene of female figure with wreath in one hand and  
presenting square box with two white ‘eggs’ on top to another 
woman seated on rock, details of hair, necklace and bracelet in 
added white; on reverse, two large palmettes, one above the 
other, at either side volute half-palmettes, wave-pattern below, 
vertical stripes on neck and band of palmettes on shoulder. Ex 
priv. coll. D.D., Netherlands before 1974. 
H.  29,2 cm. Repair at chipped mouth, otherwise intact 
4th cent. BC 
€ 7.750 
 

N27064/373/UDTT  
 TARENTINE  GILDED TERRACOTA ANIMAL RELIEF 

Applique fragment with combat scenen of lion attacking 
winged lion-griffin from behind, grabbing its rear with its teeth, 
while griffin turning back its head and is trying to escape. Beige 
clay, mould-made, gilded. Ex priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands, acq. 
from J.D. Cahn, Basel, Tefaf 2007 
Dim. 5,2 x 8 cm. Mounted on Perspex.  
4th cent. BC, c. 350-320 BC 
€ 10.000 
This type of mould-made terracotta appliques probably served 
as decoration for funerary furniture 
Cf. K. Schefold, meisterweke Griechischre Kunst, Basel 1960, p. 
266, VII 354  
 

  P27036/392/RBT NIEUW 
 APULIAN RED FIGURE MINI LEKYTHOS 

Squat body decorated with scene of seated winged sphinx to 
the right,  her wings widely spread, half-volute at either side, 
half-egg band below. 
Ex priv. coll.  L. v. R., Netherlands 
H. 7 cm. Intact. 
4th cent. BC 
€ 1.875 

 P27030/393/HBT NIEUW 
 PEUCETIAN PYXISS AND COVER 

Biconical body and lid decorated with framed black band, short 
broad ‘dummy’ handles at each side of the neck, black on top; 
black band around knop and black dot on top; inside neck 
painted black. Beige clay.  
Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands, 1987-2018 
H. 10,5 cm. Intact.  
4th cent. BC 
€ 1.875 
Lit. E.M. De Juliis (ed.), Il museo archeolgico di Bari, 1983, 50-53  
 

 N1037/RTT (3519) 
 APULIAN  BLACK GLAZED GUTTUS 

Discus-shaped striated body with long spout at angle and 
vertical handle,  on stemmed ringfoot; central medaillon with 
relief decoration of helmeted head of Athena. Ex priv. col. L. J., 
Netherlands, acq. from G&M Auktion, München 2005 
L. 14,4 cm. Intact 
Late 4th – early 3rd cent. BC 
€ 1.750 
cf. H. Herdejürgen, Zur Funktion der sog. Calischen Gutti, 
Ancient Related Pottery, Amsterdam 1984, APM Series vol.5, 
p.282-288, Abb. 6 
 

 O27064/383/UBTT 
 APULIAN RED FIGURE BELL KRATER BY GANYMEDES 

PAINTER 
Side A is decorated with a draped woman and a naked satyr 
walking to the left, she is wearing long dress (chiton) with white 
dotted belt, her hair bound in a kekryphalos, holding a cista 
with ribbon and a bunch of grapes; satyr is holding a fan and 
fillet, and wreath with fillet . On side B two draped youths in 
conversation; large volute palmettes beneath horizontal 
handles. Ex priv. coll. G. Granelli, Switzerland, 1930-1950 
H.  30  cm. Small repair to the rim, otherwise intact 
4th cent. BC, c. 340-320 BC 
€ 11.000 
Cf. A. D. Trendall/A. Cambitoglou, The Red-Figured Vases of 
Apulia, vol. II, Oxford 1982, pp. 793-603, pls. 294-298. The 
workshop of the Ganymedes Painter was probably located in 
Peucetia. 
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 P1021/DBTT         NIEUW 
 APULIA, TERRACOTTA MEDUSA APPLIQUE 

Large applique of winged and horned head of Medusa, facing, 
snake hair around face, lunula on top, broad feathered wings at 
either side of head; plain and flat back; completely covered 
with gesso layer, paint flaked off.  
Ex priv. coll. Dr.  L., Switzerland. From Canosa. 
Dim. 19,5 x 12  cm.  One wing repaired 
Early 3rd cent. BC. 
€ 6.500 
Medusa is one of the three  Gorgons, daughters of the gods of 
the sea, Phorkys and Keto in Greek mythology. Originally used 
as decorative and apotropaic ornament of a large askos for the 
grave. 
 

ETRURIA 
 
 

  P27038/393/RBT NIEUW 
 ETRUSCAN BRONZE SANGUISUGA FIBULA 

Bulky body encircled with incised group of bands alternating 
with incisions of herringbone, triangles and dotted circles; pin 
via spiral from body to catchplate. Ex priv. coll.  L. v. R., 
Netherlands. 
Dim. 4,5 x 7,5 cm. Intact. Green patina 
8th cent. BC 
€ 1.750 
Cf. I. Jucker, Italy of the Etruscans, Mainz 1991, no. 69 
 
 

 B1030/ERBT (4315) 
 ETRUSCO-CORINTHIAN TERRACOTTA MONKEY 

Vase in shape of monkey seated with crossed ‘feet’, raising its 
right paw to its muzzle and his left to its ear; aperture on top of 
head, decoration worn. Ex priv. coll., England, 2006 (Bonhams) 
H. 11,3 cm. Buff clay 
2nd-3rd quarter of 6th cent. BC 

€ 3.750 
Cf. A. Kozloff, Animals in Ancient Art from Leo Mildenberg 
Collection, Cleveland 1981, no. 95; Jucker, Italy of the Etruscans, 
The Israel Museum, Jerusalem/Mainz 1991, as no. 290, 
described as Etruscan- 
Corinthian and probably made in Cerveteri (acc. to Jucker) 
 

 O1001/NTTT (4319) 
 ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA ANTEFIX 

Polychrome painted female head, white painted face with black 
almond-shaped eyes and eyebrows, mouth with archaic smile, 
red painted lips, black curly and wavy hair around face, in long 
curls behind, adorned with diadem of alternating black and 
white rays; reverse plain. Ex priv. coll. B.M., England, 1960-
1990. 
H. 16 cm. Mounted 
Late 6th – early 5th cent. BC 
€ 10.000 
Cf. I. Jucker, Italy of the Etruscans, Israel Museum, Jerusalem 
1991, pp. 258-9, nos. 335-337 
 

 N27068/373/DUGT (cat. P11, no. 102)  
(4320) 

 ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA EQUESTRIAN RELIEF 
Fragment of relief group of two horseriders galloping to the 
right, 
one rider raising his arm for grasping the manes of the horse, 
reins in relief, hanging loosely around necks of both horses, 
traces of red paint. Probably Caeretan. Ex priv. coll. F. Z., 
Netherlands 2006. 
Dim. 15,6 x 12 cm. Mounted. Orange-brown clay 
Late 6th – early 5th cent. BC. 
€ 5.975 
Cf. Die Welt der Etrusker, exhib. cat., Berlin 1988, B6 1.13-14 
 
 

  I1019/EGNH 
 ETRUSCAN BLACK FIGURE PONTIC CHALICE 

Cup on stemmed flaring foot, underside reserved; body 
decorated with scene of swans fluttering to the left with 
widespread wings; offset base of cup decorated with band of 
rays. Black paint fired red all over, added red paint on wings 
fired grey; stem hollow, tapering to base of cup. 
 Acq. from Royal Athena Galleries, New York 2013. 
H. 9,2 cm. Rim chipped in two places, otherwise intact. 
6th cent. BC 
€ 4.500 
Cf.  L. Hannestad/A. Drukker, The Followers of the Paris Painter, 
Copenhagen 1976, p. 72, no. 111,  pl. 45b 
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 M27179/370/EBBT 
 ETRUSCAN PAIR OF TERRACOTTA  VOTIVE HANDS 

A right and a left hand stretched out, flat backs 
Ex priv. coll. L.G., Netherlands, acquired TEFAF 2004 
H. 16,4 and 15,8 cm. Mounted on perspex 
 4th cent. BC 
€ 3.500 
From the 5th century BC onward the practice of leaving 
terracotta votive offerings in the sanctuaries (bothroi) of Etruria 
became more wide spread. Representations of all parts of the 
body are known,  seeking a cure for an ailment specific to the 
anatomical model represented 
 

 X1071/DUBT ( 
 ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA VOTIVE HALF-HEAD 

Hollow cast profile of youthful and idealized male with straight 
nose and curly hair, veil covering his head. 
Ex priv. coll. England 2002 
H 30 cm. Tip of chin broken off 
3rd-2nd cent. BC 

€ 4.500 
Cf. L.B. van der Meer, De Etrusken, Den Haag 1977, pp. 54-5 
Terracotta votive offerings were found in bothroi (votive pits), 
very popular from 5th century onwards 
 

  )27066/383/IUTT 
 ETRUSCAN BRONZE FIGURE OF HERAKLES 

Standing naked except for his lion’s skin, its paws knotted 
around his head and shoulders and draped over his bent left 
arm, his right one is raised for brandishing a now missing club. 
Ex priv. coll., Netherlands, acq. from  Christies, London 1999. 
H. 12 cm. Dark green patina. Mounted and intact. 
4th-3rd cent. BC 
€ 7.750 
 

  P27039/393/IBT  NIEUW 
 ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA VOTIVE MODEL OF UTERUS 

Hollow moulded, rectangular and convex shape,  slightly 
tapering ridged body, flat underside, vent-hole at one end. Ex 
coll. L.v.R., Netherlands 1987-2018.. Beige clay with mica. 
L. 13 cm. Intact 
5th-3rd cent. BC 
€ 750 
Cf. Satricum, Nieuw Licht op een Oude Stad, Leiden 1985, 313 

 P270040/393/NTT  NIEUW 
 ETRUSCAN TERRACOTTA VOTIVE MODEL OF BREAST 

Hollow cast, biconical shape with central nipple,  stand-ring at 
underside around vent-hole. Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands 
Diam. 7 cm . Orange clay with mica particles. Fine quality 
5th-4th cent. BC 
€ 875 
Cf. Exhibition catalogue RMO, Satricum-Nieuw Licht op een 
Oude Stad, Leiden 1985, no. 314 
 

ROME 
 
 

 N27035/373/EBTTT  (35.000)    (5005) 
 ROMAN MARBLE HEKATEION STATUE 

Hekate represented  in three female figures, the central one 
standing frontal in long garment between the stylized side-
figures, who are wearing diadem on their heads and holding a 
torch to protect, as a goddess of the moon and earth, the 
travellers by night on crossroads. 
Ex priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands 2005 
H. 31,3 cm. Slight abrasion of lower part of central Hekate 
2nd cent. AD 
€ POR 
 

 N27051/375/NTTT (5006) 
 BRONZE FIGURE OF ALEXANDER THE GREAT 

Standing with his weight on his right leg, his left leg set back, 
his head with wavy hair turned to the left, wearing short peplos 
with mantle pinned at the back of both shoulders, his left arm 
bent at elbow holding now missing apples of the Hesperides 
(?), his right arm resting on a missing club. Ex priv. coll. E.B., UK, 
formed 1965-1975. 
H.  8,5  cm. Red, brown and green patina. Mounted. Rare 
1st cent. AD 
€ 10.000 
cf. Exhibion catalogue The search fo Alexander. Supplement to 
the catalogue, 5 March to 10 July 1983. The Royal Ontario 
Museum, Toronto, S-10; for his typical hair: M. Bieber, 
Alexander the Great in Greek and Roman Art (Chicago 1964) pl. 
XXXV, 69-70 
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 O27004/108/DBTT (5015) 
 ROMAN BRONZE FIGURE OF HERCULES 

Standing with his weight on his right leg, holding his left arm 
raised for holding a now missing spear, looking down at his 
right hand, his lions’ skin hanging diagonally over his body from 
his left shoulder to lower part of his right arm. Ex priv. coll. 
M.v.S., Netherlands, former priv. coll L.J., Netherlands, 2003 - 
2017 
H. 9,4 cm. Green and red patina. Mounted 
1st cent. AD 
€ 5.500 

 
  P27032/3939/EDTT  NIEUW 

 ROMAN BRONZE HARPOCRATES 
Child-god Horus, standing half-naked with finger to the mouth 
in his typical pose, himation around shoulder and legs, holding 
cornucopiae in his left hand. Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands, 
acq. from Jacques Schulman BV, Amsterdam 1978 
H 7,3 cm. Green and brown patina. Mounted 
1st cent. AD. 
€ 2.500 
Harpocrates is the son of Osiris and Isis, better known as Horus, 
god of the Upper World, when adult 
 

 N27042/374/ETTT (5018) 
 ROMAN BRONZE UNGUENTARIUM WITH CHAINS 

Small cylindrical flask with lid, fastened to three chains, 
terminating into large ring; body  decorated with three bands in 
relief, on ringfoot. 
Ex priv. coll. I. B., France, acquired in 1999. 
H. 17,5 cm. Dark brown patina. Mounted 
1st cent. AD 
€ 2.500 

 

 N27053/375/GTT (5019) 
 ROMAN BRONZE THEATRE MASK APPLIQUE 

Small mask of a bearded god, head facing with short beard, and 
hair arranged into a distinctive plaited high crown, with layered 
corkscrew locks at the side. Ex priv. coll. Dr. M.M., Canada, 
collected in the 1960s 
H.  4 cm. Green and red patina. Mounted 
1st-2nd cent. AD  

€ 1.850 
 

  O27025/373/IT.TTT  (55.000)  5020  
 ROMAN LIMESTONE RELIEF FRAGMENT OF MARCUS 

AURELIUS, 161-180 AD 
Over lifesize fragment of limestone head ‘en profile’ of 
emperor Marcus Aurelius to the right, full curly beard and 
moustache, his hair done in spiral curls with wavy locks, 
wearing laurel wreath with heavy drilling holes still visible for 
originally applied gold leaves; his eye with iris carved in high 
relief, incised wrinkles aside the eye, ear clearly carved, his 
nose broken off; reverse roughly carved. Ex priv. coll. Chr. De 
Bruijn, Brussels, end 1970s-early 1980s; hence coll. R.v.L., 
Netherlands; priv. coll. F.Z., Netherlands 2017 
Dim. 32 x 26 x 13 cm. Mounted 
2nd cent AD, c. 170-180 AD 
POR 
 
 

  
O27003/108/ET.TTT (5023) 

 ROMAN BRONZE WINGED AMOR 
Chubby figure of naked Amor, god of love, moving forward with 
his wings wide spread; his left arm stretched out, probably for 
holding a now missing torch, his hair with a braid on top.  Ex 
priv. coll. l.J., Netherlands, acq. from G.&M., München, 2006. 
H. 14,8 cm. Moss green patina. Mounted 
2nd-3rd cent. AD 
€ 25.000 
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 O27038/221/GTT 
 SMALL ROMAN BRONZE AMOR 

Striding figure of winged Amor with bowcase at his back, ready 
to pull an arrow from it. Ex priv. coll. H.v.H., acq. London 1990s.  
H. 4,5 cm. Dark green patina. Mounted  
2nd-3rd cent AD 
€ 1.875 
 
 

 O27070/347/NRBT 
 ROMAN BRONZE HAND 

Votive hand with fingers separately set, thumb sticking out 
from the other fingers; tall wrist flaring to a decorative lower 
stand ring with incised X-pattern.. Ex priv. coll. E.R., 
Netherlands, acquired from Royal Athena Galleries, New York 
2005 
 H. 15,8 cm. Green patina 
2nd -3rd cent. AD ! 

€ 7.500 
 
 

  xV1052/EITT  (5032) 
 ROMAN BRONZE STRIGILIS 

Bronze oil scraper with solid handle and thin L-shaped curving 
blade, outside decorated with pointed petal in relief. 
Acquired from Christie’s New York, June 2000. 
L. 21,5 cm. River patina 
1st-2nd cent. AD 
€ 2.000 
 

 N27043/374/IBT 
 ROMAN BRONZE THEATHER MASK APPLIQUE 

Face with fringe of hair arouns forehead, two tresses  at either 
side of face. Piercep at top. Ex priv. coll. I.B., France,  1990s 
H. 3,7 cm. Green patina 
1st-2nd cent. AD 
€ 750 
 

   O27033/221/BTT 
 ROMAN BRONZE GRIFFIN HEAD 

Small head of griffin with erect pointed ears, curved beak, 
incised details. Ex priv. coll. H.v. H., Netherlands. 
H. 3 cm. Dark patina. Mounted. Nice quality 
1st-3rd cent. AD 
€ 1.100 
 

 O27026/27/221/ DBTT each (5040) 
 ROMAN BRONZE ARMS 

Two arms from different figures mounted together. Left 
forearm holding a patera in his hand,  around the wrist of the 
right forearm a twisted and decorated silver bracelet, fingers of 
hand spread. 
Ex coll. H.v.H, Netherlands, acq. in 2000 from coll. Derive, 
Leiden, Netherlands, before 1980 
L.  left arm 16 cm; right arm 15,5 cm. Green patina 
2nd-3rd cent. AD 
€ 10.000 
 

  O27030/221/ETTT 
 ROMAN BONE PYXIS WITH LID 

Cylinder-shaped pyxis with relief decoration of a winged, 
cuirassed and helmeted soldier holding  round shield and 
running to the left, looking back, his head and one leg are 
carved in profile, his body ‘en face’; on each side of him a relief 
pattern of voluted scallop standing and hanging, as well as a 
voluted palmet and hanging; convex lid on top.  
Ex coll. G.S., UK, 2000 
H. 7 cm. Lid stuck, otherwise intact. 
3rd- - 4th  cent. AD 
€ 2.250 
 

  O27021/383/GBTT 
  ROMAN FEMALE BONE STATUETTE 

Standing frontal, clad in long plaited dress in layers, holding her 
arms raised before her and bent at elbow, gold ‘snake’ 
bracelets around wrists, gold earrings with two pearls and 
turquoise glass bead, her hair dressed up in  double knot 
(‘butterfly’) on top of head, chignon at nape of neck; dark color 
for eyes, brows and hair; back flattened.  
Ex coll. H. Mahboubian, UK 1960s; Christie’s London 1997, lot 
133 
H. 19,7 cm. Intact, some encrustation.  Mounted, rare. 
3rd-4th  cent. AD 
€ 15.000 
Cf. C. Vermeule ea., Museum of Fine Arts, Boston 1976, p.57, 
no. 76 
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JEWELLERY 
 
 

 M27006/347/NTTT   
 TWO GREEK GOLD EARRINGS 

Hoop is formed of coiled wires tapering to the end to be 
hooked into a loop, other end consisting of ornamental collar, 
garnet bead and head of calf; meant to wearing upside down. 
Ex priv. coll. C. d. K., Netherlands, acquired from Royal Athena 
Galleries, New York 2004 
Diam. 2 cm.  
Hellenistic, period, 4th cent. BC 

€ 6.500 
Cf. R.A. Higgins, Greek and Roman Jewellery, London 1961, p. 
161-2 III, pl. 47H 
 

N27034/373/DBTT 
 GREEK GOLD EARRING 

Hoop is formed of coiled wires tapering to the end to be 
hooked into a loop, other end consisting of ornamental collar, 
head of ibex, small loop beneath, meant to wearing upside 
down. Ex priv. coll. F. Z., Netherlands,  acquired from Blondeel, 
Belgium 1992 
Hellenistic period, 4th-3rd cent. BC 
€ 4.975 
cf. F.H. Marshall, Catalogue of Greek, Etruscan and Roman, 
British Museum repr. 1969, no.786-7, pl. XXX; Higgins as above 
pl. 47 
 

 N27056/375/DTTT 
 GREEK GOLD SIREN PENDANT 

Mythological figure of a bird with head of a female. Front and 
back made from sheet gold with repoussé details, wings were 
originally widespread, now folded to the body, wavy hair 
parted and falling onto her shoulders, loop on top, standing on 
hollow drum-shaped base, granule and wire decoration. Ex priv. 
Mansees coll., 1950s-1990s, hence priv. coll. K.B., Chicago, Ill. 
USA., 1995 
H. 2,9 cm. Weight 4,55 gr. 
Hellenistic Period, 3rd-1st cent. BC 
€ 5.000 
cf. D. Williams/J.Ogden, Greek Gold, New York 1994, nos. 184-5 
(sphinxes) 
 
 

 I27104/20/EUTT (7200) 
 EGYPT - GOLD SWIVEL SCARAB RING 

Solid gold ring with steatite scarab set in gold band, underside 
engraved with two figures ‘en face’ holding hands 
Dim. 3 x 2 cm. Ex priv. coll. G.M.R.H., UK 1990s 
Hyksos period, 15th Dyn., 1674-1567 BC 

€ 3.250 
Cf. A. Rowe, Catalogue of Egyptian Scarabs, Cairo 1936, pl. VII, 
no. 296 var.;  C. Andrews/J. van Dijk, Objects of Eternity, Mainz 
2006, pp. 93-4 nr. 2,14 with figs. 
 
 

 N27057/375/NRBT (7400) 
 ROMAN GOLD CAMEO PENDANT 

Integrated ribbed loop, the oval shaped cell with radiating strokes to 
the flange border, the inset agate-onyx cameo with profile female bust 
to the left, fine detailed face, her wavy hair plaited and wound in a bun, 
style of Faustina Junior, wife Marcus Aurelius. Cameo reset in later gold 
setting. Ex priv. coll. C.M.. London, UK; formerly in a private New York 
collection; acquired in the 1980s. 
H. 3,6 cm. Weight 5,92 
2nd -4th cent. AD 

€ 10.000 
cf.  F.H. Marshall, Catalogue of Greek, Etruscan and Roman, 
British Museum repr. 1969, for discussion 
 
 
 

OIL LAMPS 
 
 

  O1015/DTTT 
 LARGE ROMAN BRONZE OILLAMP 

Pear-shaped body, recessed discus with three air holes in a 
central deepening groove, loop-shaped handle with terminal in 
form of lion’s head sprouting out of a two-fold calyx, almond-
shaped base. 
Ex priv. coll. K. V., Germany, acq. before 2000 
Dim.  15 x 20,5 cm. Green and red brown patina. Intact 
1st cent. AD 
€ 5.000 
Cf. T. Szentléleky, Ancient Lamps, Budapest 1969, nr. 284 var. 
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 N27045/374/ETTT  
 ROMAN BRONZE OILLAMP 

Round body with large flling-hole, pear-shaped, projecting 
nozzle, crescent-shaped thumb-plate above vertical ring 
handle; at base of either side of nozzle and in centre of 
crescent small suspension rings; at underside base concentric 
circles. Ex priv. coll. I.B., France, acq. 2000 
L. 10,3 cm. Dark patina, tip of crescent terminals missing. 
1st cent. AD. 
€ 2.000 
cf. T.Szentléleky, Ancient Lamps, Budapest 1969, nr. 278, coarse 
surface; H. Menzel, Antike Lampen, Mainz 1969, Nr. 682 
 

    O27022/383/NTT 
 ROMAN TERRACOTTA OILLAMP WITH BIGA 

Round body with rounded nozzle, discus decorated with scene 
of a biga racing to left with charioteer with rod and warrior 
with spear, filling hole below, all within two grooves; without 
handle, circular base.  
Beige clay with dark brown slip. Ex M. und M. AG, Switzerland 
before 1974; hence Duch priv. coll.; ex  Cahn Auktion 5, 2005, 
no. 369. L. 7,9 cm. Intact  
Late 1st – early 2nd cent. AD 
€ 875 
 

 O27067/383/RTT 
 ROMAN TERRACOTTA OILLAMP WITH ANTILOPE 

Round body with heart-shaped nozzle, discus decorated with 
scene of a antelope galloping to the left, filling hole and air hole 
below, shoulder decorated with band of relief rays; vertical 
handle, incised rosette on base. Orange clay with red brown 
slip. Ex M. und M. AG, Switzerland before 1974; hence Duch 
priv. coll.; ex  Cahn Auktion 5, 2005, no. 369 
L. 10,3 cm. Intact  
Mid 2nd – early 3rd cent. AD 
€ 1.450 
 

 P27046/393/NTT 
 TERRA CHIARA OILLAMP, CHRIST MONOGRAM 

Pear-shaped body, elongated nozzle, pointed handle, shoulder 
with concentric circles alternating with palmettes, discus  
decorated with XP (Chi-Rho) monogram, bejewelled with 
beads. Ex priv. coll. L.v.R., Netherlands 1987-2018. 
L. 15 cm. Intact 
4th-5th cent. AD, North Africa 
€ 925 
Cf. J.J. Hermann Jr., A. van den Hoek, Light from the Age of 
Augustine-Late Antique Ceramics from North Africa, Cambridge 
2002, p. 62, no. 52 

 N1030/ERTT  (5045) 
 BYZANTINE BRONZE OILLAMP 

Pendant lamp in shape of a bird with long curved beak with 
nut, small incised eye, closed wings indicated by ridges, upright 
striated tail; two loops on top of body for two chains 
terminating in one large ring; a hole in body and head for oil 
and air; legs with claws bent. Ex priv. coll. L.J., Netherlands, acq. 
from auction G&M, Germany 2014  
H. 14,5 cm. Green patina with some brown corrosion. 
3rd-5th cent. AD 
€ 4.500 
 

 O1016/DTTT 
 BYZANTINE BRONZE STANDARD OILLAMP WITH LID 

Pear-shaped body with circular nozzle, handle with openwork 
scrolls and central volute palmette; dome-shaped lid decorated 
with incised grooves, double knob on top, small  square hole in 
base to stick the lamp on an tripod stand. Ex priv. coll. K.V., 
Germany, acq. before 2000 
Dim. 9,8 x 20,4 cm. Nice dark green patina 
6th – 8th  cent. AD 
€ 5.500 
Cf.  H. Menzel, Antike Lampen, Mainz 1969, Nr. 692,  
 

GLASS 
 

 xF1001/ETTT 
 EGYPT - GLASS PASTE HEAD PENDANT. 

Red- brown glass paste pendant in shape of male Nubian head 
with large, heavy lidded eyes, broad nose, large ears and tight 
close-cropped hair framing face, leaving ears uncovered, 
suspension loop on top. Ex Schulman, list 217 (1980), no. 73 
H. 2.5 cm 
Egypt, 1st

 
cent BC - 1st

 
cent. AD ! 

€ 2.275  
 

 M27078/355/DTTT 
 ROMAN MINIATURE MOSAIC BOWL 

Translucent dark blue matrix with pattern of light blue and 
white polygonal sections; slightly flattende base 
Coll.C.M., Netherlands, acquired 2001 
H. 0,7 cm; diam. 7 cm. Repaired and restored in places 
1st cent. BC - 1st cent. AD 

€ 4.000 
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  P1034/DTTT 
 LARGE ROMAN ONE-HANDLED FLASK 

Free blown, rounded body with spiral trail, angular strap handle 
from neck to shoulder, looped beneath rim; concave base;  rim 
of mouth turned out and over. Ex priv. coll. H. v. H, Belgium, 
acq. from J. Schulman BV, Amsterdam, List 214, 1978, no. 78 
H. 19 cm. Intact, some iridescence. 
1st cent. AD 
€ 5.000 
Cf. Ancient Glass, Bomfort Collection, Bristol Museum 1976, 59 
 

 M27079/355/RBT 
 SMALL ROMAN YELLOW UNGUENTARIUM 

Globular body with cylindrical neck and everted rim, thin white 
trail wound spirally around body and lower part of neck, 
flattened base 
H. 6,7 cm. Intact. Ex priv. coll. T.M., Netherlands, 1998 
1st cent. AD 

€ 1.750 
 

M27077/355/DDBT  (8511) 
 ROMAN BLUE UNGUENTARIUM 

Globular body, small neck ending in everted rim; flattened and 
slightly indented base. Ex priv. coll. T.M., Netherlands 1999 
H. 7,8 cm. Intact 
1st vent. AD 

€ 4.500 
 

 M27093/355/DDUT 
 ROMAN MANGANESE SIDONIAN AMPHORISKOS 

Mould-blown, translucent amethyst ovoid ribbed body, short 
neck with everted rim, trailed-on twin handles from shoulder to 
one third of neck.   
Ex priv. coll. C. M., Netherlands 2001 
H. 8,5 cm. Intact. From Sidon 
1st cent. AD 

€ 5.000 
Cf. A. Oliver jr., Ancient Glass , Carnegie Museum, Piitsburg, 
no.59 

 M27088/355/IHTT 
 ROMAN YELLOW AMPHORISKOS 

Yellow oval body  with flattened base, cylindrical neck, everted 
ground  rim, two vertical blue handles from shoulder to neck 
under mouth. Ex priv. coll. C. M., Netherlands 2002 
H. 10 cm. Intact 
1st cent. AD 

€ 6.000 
Cf. Y. Israeli, Ancient Glass in the Israel Museum The E. Dobkin 
Collection, Jerusalem 2003, no. 337 
 

  M27098/355/DRBT 
 ROMAN AMBER CUP OR ACETABULUM 

Hemispherical body  on pad base, slightly flaring to rounded 
rim with pinched-out ridge or tubular flange below. Ex priv. coll. 
F. of Surrey, UK 1960s; priv. coll. C.M., Netherlands, acq. 2010 . 
H. 4,7 cm. Tiny chip from base, otherwise intact. 
1st cent. AD. 
€ 4.500 
Cf. Oppenländer, RGM, Köln 1974-5, p. 108, no. 295; H.v. 
Rossum, Roman and Early Byzantine Glass, 2009, p. 20; 
Laméris, no. 63 
 

 J1050/DDNG 
 AMBER ‘PILGRIM’ FLASK 

Mould-blown body decorated with honeycomb pattern on both 
sides, small neck with wide funnel-shaped rim and applied 
white handles. Intact. Some iridescence 
Ex coll. Donald Brown, Boston, USA, formed in 1960s. H. 12 cm 
2nd - 3rd cent. AD 

€ 6.750 
 

 M27100/355/NTTT 
 SEA-GREEN JANIFROM SPRINKLER 

Body blown in bipartite mould in shape of two heads of a youth 
back to back, short neck constricted, broad slight collar mouth, 
pinched-out base. Ex Cahn, Basel; coll. P. Arts, Netherlands 
before 2000; thence priv. coll. C.M., Netherlands, acq. 
Bonhams, London 2001. 
H. 10,5. Intact 
3rd cent. AD. 
€ 7.500 
Pub. P.L.W. Arts, Collection of Ancient Glass, 500 BC-500 AD, 
Lochem 2000,  no. 61 


